
AQUACLEAN INDOOR / OUTDOOR
 Specification.

quality composition weight martindale

California Aquaclean 100% P 458gsm/13.51oz/yd2 +/- 45 000 rubs 

Laguna Aquaclean 100% P 415gsm/12.24oz/yd2 +/- 70 000 rubs 

Venice Aquaclean 100% P 415gsm/12.24oz/yd2 +/- 70 000 rubs 

Catalina Aquaclean 100% P 415gsm/12.24oz/yd2 +/- 45 000 rubs 

Hermosa Aquaclean 100% P 427gsm/12.59oz/yd2 +/- 45 000 rubs 

width 

140cm/55in +/-

140cm/55in +/-

140cm/55in +/-

140cm/55in +/-

140cm/55in +/- 

Resistance to pilling. 
Colour fastness to light.  
Colour fastness to rubbing. 
Flammability. 
Application. 
Maintenance. 

5 (ISO/DIS 12945-2 grey scale graded 1 to 5 where 5 indicates no change).
7-8 (ISO 105-B02 blue scale graded 1 to 8 where 7 indicates excellent light fastness).
5 dry, 5 wet (ISO 105-X12 grey scale graded 1 to 5 where 5 indicates no change).
BS 7176 Medium Hazard, over CMHR 35 foam, IMO A652/16, CAL 117, NFPA 260.
SUITABLE FOR SEVERE CONTRACT, INDOOR & OUTDOOR UPHOLSTERY
This fabric uses Aquaclean technology, for full details see CARE GUIDE ‘AQ_InOut_Sept2023'. 

Aquaclean Indoor/Outdoor is rated for outdoor upholstery due to its high colour to light 
performance and servicability, however these fabrics are not waterproof and should not be 

left outside for prolonged periods in wet and severe weather conditions where they can 

become saturated and soiled. All stitching should be properly sealed. As this fabric is fire 

retardant it is suitable for indoor as well as outdoor use. Batch to batch variations may 

occur within commercial tolerances.

AQUACLEAN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCED UPHOLSTERY PROTECTION
The Aquaclean technology used in this upholstery fabric helps protect the fabric against the majority 
of spills and stains without having to resort to specialist cleaning.
Aquaclean protects fabric from even the toughest stains, simply clean with water.

To completely remove tough dried in stains water with a little neutral soap may be used, where severe soiling has 
occurred professional upholstery cleaning may be required (see CARE GUIDE AQ_June2020). 

Some of the toughest stains, 
even pen stains are easily 
removed.

Dampen with a clean cloth, rub 
the stain softly in a circular 
motion.

The stain will have disappeared 
when the cloth is removed.

COLOUR PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY
Aquaclean Indoor/Outdoor is recommended for use outdoor due to its high colour to light 
performance. Colour Protection Technology means that it will resist fading in sunlight 
showing outstanding results in the following standards;
EN ISO 105-B04 Colour fastness to artificial weathering
EN ISO 105-E02 Colour fastness to sea water
EN ISO 105-E03 Colour fastness to chlorinated water.

All results are based on manufacturers own testing and in accordance with the relevant standard but not overseen by an independent body and are for guidance only.
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